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Changes in medical course curricula in Brazil encouraged by the curriculum changes incentive program (PROMED)

**Background:** The Curriculum Changes Incentive Program (PROMED) was developed by the Brazilian Ministries of Health and Education. The objective of this program was to finance the implementation of changes to the curricula of medical schools directed towards the Brazilian National Health System (SUS). This paper reports research carried out together with the coordinators responsible for the PROMED of each medical school approved, in which interviews were used to evaluate whether this financial support succeeded in stimulating changes.

**Purpose:** To evaluate the impact of this program three years after implementation in the universities that received funding.

**Results:** The universities interviewed were found to have concerns in common: the decoupling of basic and professional training difficulties in achieving proximity with the network of services; insufficient funding; and the emphasis of most teachers being on teaching hospitals and specialization. Given these challenges, the direction of curriculum reform (PROMED) is toward providing a targeted training for this system.

**Conclusions:** The interviewees were aware that this process would trigger future changes to all aspects of healthcare and represents a constant challenge to the academic field. PROMED provided the momentum for change to medical training in Brazil and was seen as powerful enough to override other processes and as a basis for guidance regarding methodology, a pedagogical approach and scenarios of practical experience.
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Introduction

In 2002, the Program for the Promotion of Changes in Medical School Curricula (PROMED) was created by the Ministry of Health (MS) in partnership with the Ministry of Education (MEC) with the objective of financing curricular reform in medical schools directed towards the Brazilian National Health System (SUS).

The PROMED program began in 2003. Nineteen schools were approved to participate in the program following a selection process that involved more than 100 universities. The three proposed areas of reform were: theory, practice and teaching\(^1\). At the time of implementation no plans for an evaluation procedure had been established.

The objective of this study was, therefore, to evaluate the impact of this program three years after its implementation in the universities that received the funding.

A qualitative and quantitative study was carried out by interviewing the coordinators of the curricular reform in all of the 19 universities included in the PROMED project. The methodology used was qualitative, employing the technique of content analysis.

Variables indicating the difficulties and potential of this program (PROMED) were evaluated. The methodology used in this study has also been implemented in other international studies\(^2\).

As an introduction, the history of curricular reform in Brazil, the context of curricular reform within the Brazilian National Health System (from the Single Health System to the Family Health Program) and the conception of the PROMED program are described.

Brazil is a country of about 180 million inhabitants from which at least 80% are users of the National Health System (SUS)\(^3\), and it comprises more than 170 medical
Nevertheless, the profile of the graduated physician is directed toward working in private clinics whereas the process of medical training should also be designed for the public system.

Within a broad social movement specific to the healthcare field a new constitution was approved in 1988 (following the end of Brazil’s military dictatorship), and the Brazilian national healthcare system (SUS) was created. The previous model of this healthcare system benefited the medical-industrial complex and medical training was designed to adapt to this system. Doctors were trained to work in hospitals, and in private, specialized clinics and basic healthcare was ignored.

At the beginning of the nineties, both MEC and CINAEM (the Brazilian Inter-Institutional Committee for the Evaluation of Medical Teaching) debated this situation and found that doctors lacked the necessary competence to fulfill the requirements of the population.

After the World Conference of Medical Education in Edinburgh, 1988, the process of medical education began to change, simultaneously, in several countries, and initiatives to stimulate and support the medical teaching reform were intensified, using “Health for Everyone in 2000” as their health organization slogan. It was then proposed that medical schools would form health professionals to develop the role of helping the real situation of the Brazilian population in a system of healthcare in transformation. It was only in 2001, when the curricular guidelines were finally approved that a change, in fact, was implemented in undergraduate teaching policies.

The World Health Organization recommends 1 doctor for every 1000 inhabitants (1:1000), the average in Brazil being 1:594. However, there is a considerable regional difference with the North and Southeast regions having ratios of 1:1190 and 1:432, respectively. It can be observed that the total of 81 institutions which taught medicine
courses in 1995 increased to 125 institutions in 2003. In 1995 there were 8,246 places offered and 7,622 enrolments in that year, and in 2003 the number of places was 12,081 with 9,113 enrolments, the number of places increasing in 10 years by more than 20% and the number of enrolments by 15%.

In 2002, these changes resulted in the creation of PROMED which had the purpose of providing financial support for submitted projects, promoting and sustaining initiatives of curricular reform in medical schools that were, voluntarily, willing to adapt their teaching methods, knowledge production and services and also to train medical students to meet the actual health requirements of the population. The objective was, therefore, to train such professionals and provide them with the knowledge and technical proficiency that would qualify them to practice medicine in a competent, ethical and socially responsible way.

The projects supported by PROMED deal principally with reform in the areas of theoretical guidance, pedagogical approach and locations for practical training.

Reorganizing and stimulating basic healthcare as a strategy that would substitute the traditional model, which is focused on disease and hospital-based care, requires the preparation of professionals equipped with a broad social vision, technically qualified to provide continuous, effective health care to the community. In the United States, the objective is to train a desirable number of physicians prepared to provide primary, basic healthcare.

PROMED provides resources for the implementation of the curricular guidelines approved by MEC through financial support, guidance with respect to change, and flexibility in teaching procedures; in addition, it allows the occurrence of transformation to take place in other schools.
Three years after the implementation of PROMED, few evaluations of its processes had been made, and there was a need to assess the advances made and the difficulties encountered. The question that this study posed was: what is PROMED’s potential for promoting the desired curricular reforms?

Methodology

The 19 course coordinators of the medical schools in which the PROMED project was implemented were interviewed using a questionnaire containing 12 questions for qualitative analysis. This paper focuses partially on the reports of the results of this qualitative analysis. Laurence Bardin’s\textsuperscript{15} content analysis was the technique used and the methodology was based on the qualitative research of Cecilia Minayo\textsuperscript{16}.

In the first reading of the interviews, 1182 words were highlighted, as determined by the rules relating to repetition of reading, until it was possible to record them and convert them into 9 categories: evaluation, curriculum guidelines and practice, faculty, permanent education - post-graduation - research , history of the school, internship, PROMED, and health in Brazil.

The category selected for this study was curriculum guidelines and practice, and two of the proposed sub-categories were analyzed these being: a) limitations (encompassing the difficulties and problems encountered in carrying out curriculum reform); and b) challenges (description of the challenges to be faced, how they will be dealt with and what can be achieved within the perspective of reform).
To preserve anonymity, each school coordinator was identified with a reference code beginning with the letter E (educator) followed by a specific number. Interviews were transcribed and the themes described below emerged from the data.

Types of universities in Brazil.

In Brazil there are universities maintained by the state and federal governments (public institutions) in which free education is offered as well are several medicine courses which students have to pay for (private institutions). There are also some universities partially supported by the government in which the student pays the remainder of the fee to study (semi-public institutions).

Another difference between the institutions is their history, some are 150 years old while others are less than 10. As a minimum curriculum is not required (according to the 1988 Constitution) the forms of teaching have also assumed a diversification, not only in terms of funding but also in terms of culture and curricular organization. Nevertheless, unexpected similarities were found in the analysis of the interviews. These common characteristics results from a hegemonic model installed in Brazil since the early sixties (Flexnerian model). Therefore, it was possible to note common concerns among the universities where the interviews were carried out: the dissociation between basic and specialist teaching; difficulties in achieving proximity with the network of services; insufficient funding and the emphasis given by the majority of professors to hospital-based specialized teaching.

These finding were observed in some interviews, for example:

**E3:** challenge – we have to consolidate this teaching in the community (...) and it is not yet adequate.
E8: I believe that it is not just in our school, (...) the need to reeducate the educators (...) trained according to the old model and who tend to just reproduce [material] or show resistance to implementing a new model.

E19: It is not sufficient that you talk to the professors and tell them that they need to refer to the healthcare network system (...) teach there (...) you have to show them that this area is absolutely indispensable for teaching medical students and other students in the field of healthcare.

These responses reveal the difficulties involved in convincing a professor to set aside the convenience of the institutional protection, which exists within the teaching hospital environment, to face the unknown. On the other hand, the current emphasis on the organization of healthcare in Brazil focuses on the Family Health Program, which is the foundation of the basic healthcare provided by the public health system (SUS). This program defends an ideal composed of the propositions of SUS such as: integrality, universality, equity, social control and hierarchical formation of the system. The principal objective of the curricular reform supported by PROMED is to promote training directed towards satisfying the requirements of this system.

These propositions have an undisclosed multiplicity of connotations that result in different meanings being attributed to the same term and consequently also in diversity in the forms of implementing changes. Terms such as equity, social control or integrality may be interpreted in different ways.

E2: the doctor who is integrated in the current situation with respect to citizenship…in an integrated way and who clearly understands the objectives that the curriculum reform asks of us.
E4: one of the fundamental conditions for this curriculum to work is its interdisciplinary nature …… the principal focus being on the healthcare and health requirements of our population.

E10: based on [health] prevention and promotion.

Therefore, three different comprehensions affect the directionality of the curricular change. The interviews highlighted two categories from the analysis: limitations and challenges.

Limitations

This category includes obstacles that hinder implementation of the curriculum, ranging from faculty integration to curricular organization. There is a set of various grouped components that will be discussed below:

The integration of people (faculty with the healthcare network and with the community) and contents is a critical aspect of the curriculum.

E1: I think there still remains a lot to be integrated in this integrated curriculum

E7: After several years of discussions and seminars, forums, we have finally reached a diagnosis of the course, which was that there was no basic-clinical interaction.

E18: We are having a lot of difficulty with respect to integration with the community.

E17: When we started (…), there was a group that resisted a little. These proposals involve a lot of work in that they require meetings (…) with a lot of articulation, and sometimes there are some difficulties, sometimes things tend to go slightly backwards, but we understand that this is part of the process.
As may be seen, integration is a determining factor in the process, both in the sense of the faculty incorporating the contents of the curriculum and with respect to the resistance of the groups to changes, or even university-community integration. The partnership between the medical school and the teaching-services must be improved.

Another component is the lack of financial resources to implement the process of change and to maintain the curricular strategy. This problem is present in several schools, not only in the internal structure but in the overall structure itself and in the partnership between the medical school and the network that provides healthcare to the community.

**E2:** One of the things I consider a problem is the library. I really need to adapt it adequately.

**E3:** We need to identify other sources of aid, principally to be able to offer courses, hire consultancy services, and to stimulate community interaction since we don’t have funding to pay people.

**E17:** … we have several operational difficulties because the funding is in a single account belonging to the government, isn’t it, belonging to the university; so, everything has to go out to tender, to a bid.

Every process of curricular reform needs funding to implement its new guidelines and to support the structures that have already been put into place.

Another component mentioned was the limitations represented by the faculty. There is a consensus that these are fundamental for the development of the student. Even considering the transformation in which the faculty becomes an advisor and partner in the learning process, crucial points may be found that interfere in the development of the projected curricular changes. The new view of teaching is not
centered on the professor, who becomes a supervisor of the student participating in the teaching process, in which the student will learn through practice.

**E2:** The only problem that we continue to have is with respect to the group of anatomy professors and we are trying to find alternatives through the use of skills laboratories with model parts (…) to see if we can identify some professors who would also agree to adopt this way of working.

**E9:** A department with a long tradition of specialist or hospital activities (…) convincing them of the idea that this has to change (..) is difficult.

**E11:** It means permanent, continuous training, training so that these new methodologies may be successfully developed and implemented, and a new kind of relationship may be established with the students.

In other words, the reform was initiated prior to having the human resources required to carry it out. This is a contradiction that indicates a need to be progressively adapting to changes while the faculty is not yet prepared to implement them. This profile of the faculty has existed for decades and the training of new professors to work within this new curriculum has not yet been clearly established.

The course coordinators have experienced the challenge of creating new ways of doing things without removing the current model, and the faculties tend to offer resistance to incorporating the curriculum changes. The new relationship had not been inserted into the historical constitution of each professor. Therefore, there is a perception that this process could undergo a crisis and will take a long period of time to be implemented.
E4: It was and is a difficult process, particularly because you are obliged to witness the transition of different curricula (…) which forced us to go ahead with this process as each term approached.

E7: Now, with respect to the change in the theoretical concept, we believe that it is possible to change and we believe that this may take between 10 and 15 years considering that we have been discussing it since the year 2000 (…) the university has a structure that is…rigid and inefficient (…) there is a problem (…) we have not clearly defined the knowledge required to generate competence in a doctor.

E8: A process of change, of transformation, is much more complex than you can imagine or than you would envisage when you design a project.

E11: Always running the risk of…returning to hegemony and to the traditional ways because they are predominant out there (…) the majority of our professors, almost all of them, were trained in the traditional method, in a traditional view.

Another component of interest was the community-service interaction. One of the main guidelines of PROMED is the diversification of practical scenarios as a strategy in training a professional acting in primary health care, in this case after their graduation acting as general practitioners in the health system. The partnership between the university and the health unit is an agreement between the university and the municipal council where the schools are located. The students can begin their activities from the first phases in the health units of the district/communities, with knowledge of the territory, their customs, the service carried out in the health units, and the profile of the population. The students carry out the activities supervised by tutors contracted by the university, and they also participate in the activities of attending the patient during
the course, gaining knowledge of the real demands of the assistance provided, experiencing the everyday life of the health professionals in the community in which they attend the users of the health service. Efforts to integrate the teaching process with the network of health services are being sought, including offering professionals at the local health units post-graduate courses in strategic areas or in areas lacking professionals trained by SUS. Although essential for medical training, this involves various problems, which, although reported in the other components, deserve further emphasis: problems with relationships, lack of funding, cultural differences, training, etc.

**E3:** The students find working in the community very strange; they question whether they are learning medicine there.

**E5:** Our curriculum was absolutely focused on hospitals. By forcing the student into the healthcare network we thought the result would be a greater focus on doctors working in primary and secondary healthcare.

**E8:** The difficulties are constant…our experience of the partnership…with the city council…made us aware that this partnership must have advantages for both sides.

**E10:** We have had some difficulties in placing our students in the healthcare system. We have succeeded because of our long tradition.

The category referring to limitations may be summarized as: the clear view of the coordinators is that this is a *process* of change. All change generates a certain discomfort and when it is a question of changing paradigms, and carrying out these changes with insufficient funding and with personnel who are not yet prepared for reform, this leads to new ways that are “incomplete, full of imperfections and
challenges, because new things that continue to be burdened with the old ones need to be reinvented yet again”. However, there is a clear perception that “it is the concrete questions that mobilize people; that create the strength required for interaction and action”. You only learn to do things by doing them, and this process is still in its infancy 16.

**Challenges**

On the other hand, in contrast to the items presented as limitations, other options exist that are considered requirements that must be achieved. A component presented as a limitation may also be a potential item for change. In this respect, three components were identified: integration, the process itself, and the future, which are clearly characterized in the following dialogues.

**E1:** The most important challenges are: basic-clinical integration, integration between areas of knowledge and the collaboration of the professors in adhering to the proposals and working together to achieve this integration.

**E3:** The greatest challenge is basic-applied integration.

**E14:** Implementation of new teaching strategies in the area of primary healthcare in basic health units.

The challenges were found to be similar in the various medical schools. Through comprehension of the perspectives of the entire structural and ideological reforms it is possible to raise awareness of the importance of the governmental programs and the promotion of the curriculum changes through programs such as PROMED.
E4: This change also brings us … an opportunity to see a curriculum as dynamic, something that should be undergoing permanent revision and adaptation to requirements and which should be in accordance with the wishes of the people who have participated in this educational experience.

E12: I think this is going to be one of the most difficult things in the future (…) it is in the change of the actors involved that we show the importance of the partnership, isn’t it?

E19: There is a long way to go yet before I can say (…) that it is completely consolidated (…) with respect to the teaching-service relationship; in our case we have a good relationship, but it is not perfect.

The challenges encountered go through the process of restructuring and also that of making the faculty aware of the process itself.

E16: It is a long process and is not yet complete, principally because we are changing people, changing ways of being.

Conclusions

In the movement for change in the training of health professionals in Brazil, the PROMED program was understood as being strong enough to trigger other processes. Nevertheless, it faces difficulties, one of which is that it failed to predict the need for monitoring and the permanent application of an evaluation program.

The principal social actors involved in the process are ultimately the coordinators of the courses in which the reforms are being implemented. Within the 19 institutions, a great diversity of universes was found, which, in some way, function as a
synthesis of the opinion of these social actors. What may be deduced is that: the participants understand that this is a process, and is therefore unfinished; there are no protocols indicating how the changes should be carried out; and it will take a long time for the changes to be implemented. The course coordinators understand the limitations, and they have been making efforts to overcome them. They know that this process will trigger future changes within the entire practice of healthcare. It will be other professionals who will manage the Healthcare System. Changes will no longer be limited to alterations in appearances, rearrangements of schedules or the introduction of a new discipline. “The pathways that lead to this are not easy; they involve suffering and confusion together with the pleasure of discovering new visions, new possibilities, new solutions” 17.
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